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Research at the Musa sp. nursery at IITA-Kampala (Brigitte Uwimama).  

Banana producers face many pests and diseases that affect their crop, such 

as Panama disease caused by soil fungi, leaf spot disease, bacterial wilt, 

weevils and nematodes, to mention just a few. This threatens not only the 

tasty and nutritious fruit found in supermarkets around the world, but also 

the cooking bananas (or plantains) that are an important part of many diets 

in the sub-Saharan Africa. 

For example, Uganda is the main producer and consumer of the Matooke 

cooking banana, which provides year-round income to smallholder farmers. 

Banana production in Uganda can reach between 10-12 million tons per 

year and are well-suited to the traditional agricultural system in Ethiopia, 
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where it is the primary fruit produced both in homesteads and by 

commercial farmers. 

The most affordable and ecological way to resist pests and disease is to 

develop and utilize improved banana varieties. To develop new varieties, it is 

essential to use the genetic diversity available in existing varieties. East and 

West Africa are hotspots for banana diversity, including plantain, which 

makes it possible to find genes that will result in varieties with stronger 

adaptation to the environment. This makes banana breeding programs 

especially important to regional food security and livelihoods.  

However, banana is a complex crop to breed for, and it can take up to two 

decades to create a new variety. One challenge is that all bananas look the 

same while they are growing, and even when they have flowered and created 

a bunch of bananas, it can be hard to distinguish between two closely related 

varieties. This means that it takes longer to identify the bananas that will 

have better resistance to pests and diseases, and that will facilitate crosses. 

Instead of relying on visual assessment, it is now possible to use technology 

that can read a plant's genome early in life. The method of DNA 

fingerprinting, for example, looks for "markers" in the plant genome that can 

be used to rapidly and cheaply identify even closely related plants. With 

support from the CGIAR Excellence in Breeding Platform (EiB), breeding 

programs at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) and the 

National Agricultural Research Organisation (NARO) in Uganda are 

developing molecular markers that are being adopted by other breeders in 

the region. 

There are now 22 Kompetitive Allele Specific PCR (KASP) markers for banana 

breeding that have been identified from East African breeding programs at 

IITA and NARO. They can be used to distinguish commercial varieties such as 

Matooke and Mchare, in addition to wild bananas and hybrid varieties 

developed by the breeding programs. 



 

(L) Banana field research at IITA, Kampala, Uganda (Brigitte Uwimana); (R) 'Aletaw-2', a locally collected 

genotype of Musa in Ethiopia (Lemma Ayele). 

This open-source marker information, maintained in a Toolbox curated by 

EiB, is already being used to modernize other breeding programs in the 

region. For example, the Ethiopian Institute of Agricultural Research (EIAR) 

has been able to screen 135 banana varieties for quality control at the 

Melkassa Research Center near Adama, in the heart of Ethiopia. To do so, 

EIAR made use of the genotyping services offered by EiB, with the support of 

funding from the German development agency GIZ through the Crops to End 

Hunger Initiative. 

  

 



(L) Lemma Ayele a banana researcher and technical staff phenotyping Musa under field 

conditions; Banana research field for genetic diversity of Musa spp. growing at Melkassa Agricultural 

Research Center, Adama, Ethiopia (Lemme Ayele). 

“This was the first time we initiated the process of genotyping to access and 

track the accuracy of our visual observations on our existing Banana 

accessions. We have a strong interest in modernizing our breeding 

programs, which include the use of molecular tools for genetic improvement. 

With the results obtained we got training and support from EiB and will start 

routine implementation of molecular markers” said Dr. Taye Tadesse, EIAR 

Crop Research Director. 

Low-cost genotyping services and marker data are available for 15 

crops through the EiB toolbox, with the service available for CGIAR and 

national breeding programs, in addition to private sector breeders. Users 

such as EIAR in Ethiopia are showing the value of routine genotyping services 

to accelerate the performance of breeding programs at all different levels, as 

part of EiB's efforts to support the improvement of national breeding 

programs. 
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